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Description

Inglory, Inglory Man United chronicles the travails of United in the 1980s from the perspective of a diehard schoolboy Red Devil. 
Warrington-born (equidistant from Manchester and Liverpool), Magill could have opted for the multiple-title winners from 
Anfield… but where was the fun in that? Who wanted suet puddings of league championships and European Cups when you 
had the souffle of Ron Atkinson that might rise in the FA Cup now and then? And who really cared about Europe before the 
Champions League? This is not just a story of pills, thrills and bellyaches; tears before crispy pancakes, fizz bombs and Juliet Bravo. 
It also provides an insight into who you are: a glory boy or a loyal supporter? Dumb, complacent roundhead or romantic cavalier? 
The fluffy dice you want to roll is better than the championship medal you don’t have. The 1980s were a disaster, in terms of 
silverware; but fabulous entertainment for those who were there, and soap opera storylines all the way. 

Inglory, Inglory Man United 
Travels and Travails of a 1980s Red Devil

By Jamie Magill

Key features

•  An evocative and retrospective view of the 1980s and a 
schoolboy’s love for Manchester United

•  Compelling narrative of the underdog and how adversity 
builds character as United’s great rivals Liverpool swept all 
before them to win title after title

•  A journey deep into the heartlands of 1980s zeitgeist and 
fashion culture: Gola trainers and Nike cagoules

• Author is a London-based solicitor and published poet, but 
this is Jamie’s first foray into non-fiction sports writing

• Colour photo section to accompany the words, further 
bringing to life the era covered

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines


